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of Indigenous 
households on 

Indigenous land 
on Cape York are 

Government 
controlled and 

funded
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(1,023 households)* have income that 
exceeds public housing eligibility criteria.

They want

better
options…

they are 
trapped in 

public 
housing* 2016 Census and DPHW gross weekly assessable household income (max)
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Regional
Community

Queensland
Government

Australian
Government

…healthy and flourishing 

Indigenous families.



��� we are all taking 

different approaches.



there is little evidence that the 
houses, nor people’s lives 
have improved.

After a combined Queensland and 

Commonwealth injection of

������
for Cape York NPARIH and NPARH

over 10 years,
overcrowding statistics 

have marginally improved...
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NPARIH on Cape York has crippled people by 
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More NPARH funding 

It makes the WELFARE 
PEDESTAL even higher

Why move for work when you’ll risk 

losing your social house 

in the community?

State policies have 
CROWDED OUT all responsibility

Someone else fixes and upgrades your 

house with no consequence for rental 

arrears or poor tenancy.

For those that do want self-
reliance, there are NO OPTIONS

A three bedroom house on social housing 

is the only game in town.
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risks widening
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for Cape York.



With a 
shrinking 
bucket of 
money and

...we are forced to 
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is a safety net only
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active and aware
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to be leveraged



Queensland’s objective of ‘One Social Housing System’ 
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PUBLIC HOUSING 
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PUBLIC HOUSING 
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• For the most needy only

• Walk-in tenancy office

• Scheduled maintenance 
program

• Market comparable life cycle 
for housing

• Rent covers high proportion 
of costs (see graph)

• Transparent and fair waiting 
lists

• Rent set by state-wide policy

• All residents eligible

• FIFO workers

• Limited preventative 
maintenance

• Short life cycle, frequent 
replacement needed

• Costs far exceed rental 
receipts (see graph)

• Opportunity for nepotism in 
tenant allocations

• Special rent setting policies

* Data from Nous Group “Efficient System costs of Remote Indigenous Housing” 2017

REVENUE–COST
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the expected benefits 
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TENANCY MANAGEMENT?

Tenancy management has 

gone backwards since 2008 

leaving people with a “Blue 

Phone” and FIFO tenancy 

managers.

Bureaucratic efficiency has 

taken priority. The roofs of the 

new duplexes in Aurukun are 

almost touching, despite 

abundant land.
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HOUSE DESIGN, WHAT NEXT?

In reality, overcrowding of 

many existing houses has 

increased because new houses 

have not been allocated on the 

basis of need. 
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WAITING LISTS?



We could give the past programs 
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…and hope the cracks
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• On-going funding of 5 year rolling plans for NPARH

• 5,500 additional houses 

• Better admin, governance, transparency and data management

• Increase local employment outcomes

• Fund tenancy education programs 

Recommendations summarised from the Commonwealth Government’s “Remote Housing Review: A review of the National 

Partnership Agreement on Remote Indigenous Housing and the Remote Housing Strategy (2008 – 2018)”



we could fix the foundations 
and make solid investments

4�������7�social impacts that reduce costs 

to Government.

*��� ����7�community controlled housing 

system that works.

Responsibility, choice and opportunity.

4���"
����7�aware and active residents.
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Foundational Reform 
Principles for 



Enabling environment within Government

“Wuchi” – Housing Ourselves
A Cape York Regional support and management organisation

“Bumru wuchi” 
– Building Capability

An individualised support system to transition to home ownership

Local housing orgs, shared ownership – tailored to people and place

Transformational housing
Support for urban mobility



The 10 year reform scenario for 2,500 Cape-wide NPARIH/NPARH public houses.

The ideal outcome is less burden for Government
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Private home 
ownership
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in savings

Community/
private rental

98�

8�

�<==;5
in savings

Better management 

of Social Housing

�88�

98�
�:>;5
in savings * CYI estimate

TOTAL SAVINGS
over 10 years of reform scenario �:>�;5 (Convert savings into 

productivity dividend 

for housing.)



Mossman Gorge, Hope Vale, 

Kowanyama, Mapoon and others are
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“We need 

to turn the whole 

housing system 

on it’s head.”
CAPE YORK LEADER

“I can’t wait 

to own my 

own home.”
MOSSMAN GORGE LEADER

“I work away 

for external contracts 

and I need security of 

housing for my family.”
KOWANYAMA LEADER

“I’m sick of my people asking 

how much longer until they 

can own their own home.”
HOPE VALE LEADER

“The old people came back and 
built houses for themselves. 

Government has crowded out 
this opportunity now.”

MAPOON PEOPLE
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Community Land 

Trust

*�0'��������
Single-persons hostel 

and private rental

*�0'�������	
P.P.P new housing 

development

*�0'�������3
Community 

Housing Co-op
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Tenant Rent-to-buy 

scheme
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Support programs
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Commercial development and 

home ownership program
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Shared Equity 

Scheme
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Transformational 

Housing

For example:

?��	�%@
– Regional housing support and management organisation

?��;.�� ��	�%@ – Individualised support for tenancy and home ownership

This will be the enabling environment 

for us to implement sustainable, viable and
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People’s homes are at the core of all the ‘Closing the Gap’ indicators.
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People have “skin-in-the-game” through having a stake in their home

All policies must build positive social norms

There are pathways and options for everyone – no one is left behind

People are individuals with different capabilities and aspirations – housing options for all

Houses are assets

Viable and sustainable choices for home ownership are essential

Implementation will only be effective through place-based development

PRINCIPLES




